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THE APOSTILLED LIBERTINE 
  Infrastructural Liberty 

By Telhare’sha Dawkins 

 
ABSTRACT 

 

For millennia, governments have waged attrition warfare against civil societies they were constituted to 
protect.  Still today, the citizens of those societies are commodified and besieged by dogged plunder - 
their functional poverty propping up corrupt institutions and suburban slums.  We propose Apostolis as 
the exit from predatory economic governance.  Apostolis is a token-gated, cryptographic, ecclesiastical 
jurisdiction, securing market autonomy for anyone fleeing predator states.  Apostolis offers classic, civil 
society, as a service, and equitable, economic governance, as a product.  Its assertive mission: to provide 
an audited, autonomous supply-chain for infrastructural liberty. 

 

BACKGROUND 
 

Apostolis is a mixed-reality, digital society (and fandom), radiating from the fintech dystopia BloodCon 
Universe.  The story contains an underground resistance that revolts against encroachments on liberty 
by an economically oppressive nation-state.  That resistance is the city, Apostolis. 

 

SMART SOCIETY 
 

Apostolis is a startup society, headquartered in the cloud and providing networked, cryptographic 
infrastructure for its municipal guilds and their micro-economies.  Guild members (e-citizens) coordinate 
online to transact business and to research, plan and develop exclusive smart territories.  The society 
certifies citizens’ skills and businesses.  It, also, employs citizen-credentials for on-chain governance; 
enterprise maturation; tokenized transactions; supply-chain management; collective buying; 
collaborative living and exhaustive, personal abundance. 

 

E-CITIZENSHIP 
 

Citizenship is digital, vested in maintenance of the cloud-based, meta nation.  E-citizens receive digital, 
non-fungible tokens as passports for online and offline access to smart territories.  Citizens can take 
freedom governance wherever they go. 
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CREED 
Love is war.  War is the law. 

 

Citizens of Apostolis are the vanguard - protectors, providers, artisans, craftsmen, priests and champions 
- in a live-action, role-playing thesis.  The vanguard is a herald of divine and deliberate compassion at 
any cost for absolute, collective freedom. 

 

SOCIETY AS A SERVICE 
 

Apostolis aggregates people in a single, ordered community to perpetuate civil society, prolific artisanry, 
peer-to-peer transactions and guild-to-guild economy. 

 

CODE OF CONDUCT 

Provectus 
 

The Apostolis aggregation is ordered by its code of conduct – Provectus – the continuous, forward and 
furnished reconciliation of self and others to the collective birthright: enfranchised liberty. 

 

GOVERNANCE PROTOCOL AS PRODUCT 
Freedom is inalienable. 

 

Apostolis provides decentralized, economic governance for autonomous enfranchisement.  Autonomous 
enfranchisement is necessary for unbreachable freedom.  This is enfranchised liberty.  Governance 
facilitates a jurisdiction of transformative value distribution in the forms of autonomous monetary 
policy, autonomous trade agreements and multilateral network policy. 

 

FORM OF GOVERNANCE 
ATOMIC HOLACRACY 

 

Apostolis’ decentralized governance model oscillates like an atom - the rudimentary unit of life.  It is a 
nested Holacracy with a dynamic fulcrum and a core of congressional equilibrium.  Its founder operates 
as a catalytic fulcrum, causing targeted, policy-aligned pivots within the nest for maximum leverage.  Its 
Congress is the beating-heart think tank.  Each of its citizens is a decision-making authority, able to 
rapidly deploy calculated, professional skill to obtain equitable objectives: accountability, capacity, 
agility, viability, reconciliation, enfranchisement and liberty.  This is a fundamental nervous system with 
pulses and reflexes.  Its unprecedented nimbleness allows customizable responsiveness based on an 
arsenal of autonomous, internal market authorities. 
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The map of the Apostolis Holacracy is an imbedded fulcrum in a networked dodecagon made of 
synapses (guilds), pulses (decisions) and communes (supply lines).  It is a coherent and transparent 
matrix of deferential guilds with an ambassadorial perimeter.  All relationships and decisions must be 
advanced to love, life and win-win resolutions. 

 

MONETARY POLICY 
DECISION-MAKERS: GUILDS 

 

The freedom to contract shall not be infringed.  Nested guilds are responsive layers of presence that 
allow Apostolis to attract talent and counter market stimuli in real-time with infusions of data, capital 
tributaries and innovation.  We contract independently and collaborate in local guilds that become 
hyper-economies – synapses in a sympathetic and parasympathetic, supply-chain nexus.  Guilds 
establish autonomy, identity, ownership and authority for each decision-maker. 
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TOKENOMICS: THE LIBERTINE 
 

The freedom to transact shall not be infringed.  Citizens are authorized to conduct business within the 
Apostolis ecosystem and may present the society as their administrative advocate.  E-citizens cooperate 
as a diplomatic consortium for complete development and distribution of citizen-economies.  
Autonomous monetary policy inoculates this cooperative infrastructure from predatory market biases, 
compromise and failures.  An audit coin supports transactions.  It is a merit-based, system-locked, 
metadata cryptocurrency redeemable for gratitude – citizenship in-good-standing, governance and 
goods and services – within the consorting society. 

 

A tokenized economy allows a codified, economic strategy.  The 30-point audit is crucial to credible 
operations, requiring auditing, mentoring, training, certification, ratings, rankings, authentication, 
credentialling, licensing, authorization and accreditation. 

 

INFRASTRUCTURE: SUPPLY-CHAIN MANAGEMENT 
 

Separation of property and state.  Apostolis reduces marketplace friction and increases microeconomic 
leverage with a turnkey, R&D pipeline and supply-chain.  It provides practical reach by organizing around 
capital and the reallocation of citizen assets.  Decentralization eliminates bottlenecks and autonomous 
decision-making increases efficiency.  Time is of the essence. 

 

CONCLUSION 
RADICAL ABUNDANCE, NOT SCARCITY 

 
 

A living economy.  Apostolis provides the privileges of citizenship in a protocol.  Smart money is 
distributed based on charitable acts.  It is increasingly abundant and enforces Apostolis’ creed.  
Demonstrated compassion means no one is left behind.  Consequently, the byproducts of Apostolis’ 
tokenomics are new schools.  Executive problem-solving ensures sustainable liquidity.  In the 
furtherance of objectives, Apostolis may annex territories and communities; acquire assets and 
properties; form alliances and treaties; and deliver patriotic experiences in a closed, incentivized 
ecosystem.  The force of its collective alignment pioneers generational wealth, self-rule and planetary 
stewardship for the freedom to be at peace, at all times, at any cost. 

 

Contact us at apostolis.io@outlook.com. 


